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Herein we investigate the morphology and exciton / charge carrier dynamics in bulk 
heterojunctions (BHJs) of the donor polymer PTQ10 and small molecule acceptor IDIC. 
PTQ10:IDIC BHJs have been shown to be particularly promising for low cost organic solar 
cells (OSCs). We find that both PTQ10 and IDIC show remarkably high crystallinity in 
optimised BHJs, with GIWAXS data indicating  stacking coherence lengths of up to 8 nm. 




neat materials (19 nm for PTQ10 and 9.5 nm for IDIC). These long exciton diffusion lengths 
enable efficient exciton separation, as measured by photoluminescence quenching experiments, 
despite the high degree of phase segregation in this blend. Photoinduced charge generation from 
PTQ10 and IDIC excitons is observed, with half times of 1 and 3 ps, respectively, in both cases 
most likely determined by the kinetics of exciton diffusion to domain interfaces. Transient 
absorption data indicates that exciton separation leads to the formation of two spectrally distinct 
species, assigned to interfacial charge transfer (CT) states and separated charges. CT state decay 
is correlated with the appearance of additional separate charges, indicating relatively efficient 
CT state dissociation, attributed to the high crystallinity of this blend. Our results emphasis the 
potential for high material crystallinity to enhance charge separation and collection in OSCs, 
but also that long exciton diffusion lengths are likely to be essential for efficient exciton 






Organic solar cells (OSCs) based on donor:acceptor bulk heterojunctions (BHJs) are a 
promising photovoltaic technology due to their potential for low cost, light weight, flexible and 
integratable devices.[1–4] In such BHJs, typically comprising a blend of an electron donating 
conjugated polymer and an electron accepting small molecule, pure phases of donor and/or 
acceptor often coexist alongside a molecularly intermixed donor:acceptor phase.[5–9] The 
overall blend morphology, and the proportions and lengthscales of such pure and intermixed 
domains have been shown to be critical in determining device performance.[5–9] In recent years, 
the development of a range of nonfullerene acceptors (NFAs) has enabled, when blended with 
complementary absorbing donor polymers, impressive advances in OSC performance.[10,11] In 
the study herein, we focus on the recently reported PTQ10:IDIC blend system, which has been 
suggested to be particularly promising for low cost commercial application.[2] We find this 
blend system to be remarkably crystalline, and investigate the impact of this high crystallinity 
upon the exciton and charge carrier dynamics determining device performance.  
 In BHJ blends, a large donor/acceptor interfacial area facilitates the exciton dissociation 
required for efficient photocurrent generation.[12,13] However, this donor/acceptor interface can 
also yield interfacial electron-hole pairs, often referred to as charge transfer (CT) states.[12,14–17] 
CT states formed in the highly intermixed regions of such blends have been reported to give 
rise to coulombically bound CT states, potentially resulting in geminate CT state recombination. 
In contrast, it has been reported that CT states formed at the interface between crystalline, pure 
domains tend to give rise unbound CT states which are more readily for efficient charge 
generation.[12,18–24] The proportion of intermixed and pure domains depends strongly upon 
material crystallinity[25,26], film processing[27] and blend ratio[28]. In polymer:fullerene blends, 
increasing the fullerene content has been shown to result in a transition from a molecularly 
intermixed polymer:fullerene single phase to the coexistence of mixed and pure PCBM 




process populating CT states in the intermixed phase, with the dissociation of these CT states 
into free charges only being observed in the presence of pure fullerene domains.[20] This 
improvement in electron-hole separation yield has been assigned to the generation of more 
spatially delocalized CT states at the interfaces with pure fullerene domains,[31–33] as well as an 
energetic shift of fullerene LUMO level between intermixed and pure domains.[21,22] In addition, 
a correlation between interfacial face-on molecular orientation and CT energetics has been 
recently observed in small molecule / (C60) bilayer devices.[45] Whilst the dependence of charge 
generation and device performance on the presence of pure acceptor domains is now well 
established for fullerene acceptors such as PCBM,[6,34] the importance of such domains is less 
well established for devices employing the increasingly studied NFA systems. A face-on 
molecular orientation of the electron accepting polymer N2200 has been reported to increase 
energy losses and decrease open circuit voltage in all polymer bilayer devices,[47] in contrast to 
that observed for small molecule NFA’s.[48] For small molecule NFAs attention has focused 
particularly on controlling energy offsets to optimize performance.[48] A strong NFA π-π 
stacking has been reported to enhance charge transport, but not linked systematically with  
charge generation.[48]  Therefore ultrafast spectroscopic studies have shown that charge carriers 
are also generated efficiently in NFA-based OSCs[35–40], but a detailed photophysical 
understanding of NFA OSCs still lags behind the continuing, very promising, advances in their 
device efficiencies. 
 NFAs are attracting notable attention due to their advantages of easy synthesis and 
purification, strong and broad light absorption, tuneable bandgap and energy levels, and better 
device stability compared to fullerene electron acceptors, yielding power conversion 
efficiencies (PCEs) of over 16% for single junction OSCs.[2,41,42] Several morphological studies 
have indicated that the presence of small pure phases of NFA in polymer:NFA blends can have 
a beneficial impact on device performance, attributed to minimised recombination 




pure phases in a relatively intermixed polymer:NFA blend can drive photogenerated electrons 
to the pure phase, thereby facilitating the spatial separation of charges and reducing CT state 
recombination losses.[28] Most previous transient kinetic studies have addressed charge carrier 
dynamics in polymer:NFA blends employing relatively low crystallinity NFAs such as FBR,[44] 
IDFBR,[38] and IDTBR[28], reporting tightly bound CT states in the intermixed blend 
morphology, with the dissociation of these states being enhanced by the presence of aggregated 
NFA domains. Such behaviour is broadly analogous to that observed for polymer:PCBM 
blends.[9,22,29,45] However, promising device performance has also recently been reported for 
increasingly crystalline NFAs which exhibit increased molecular self-assembly features with a 
preference of face-on molecular packing orientation.[46–48] It has been suggested this orientation 
will be beneficial for efficient charge transport[49], however few studies have addressed the 
impact of molecular orientation on charge separation. Herein we address how interfacial 
morphology and NFA crystallinity impact upon charge generation and device performance in a 
high crystallinity conjugated polymer:NFA blend. 
 This study focuses on recently reported low-cost and high performance OSCs based on 
a blend of donor polymer PTQ10 and NFA IDIC (see Figure 1a for molecular structures and 
full names in supporting information), yielding PCEs of 12.7% along with a high open circuit 
voltage (VOC) of 0.97 V, with the latter being attributed to the deep HOMO level of PTQ10.
[2,42] 
PTQ10 is of particular interest due to its ease of synthesis, with a high overall product yield of 
87.4% using only two synthetic steps from a commercially available intermediate. In addition, 
morphological studies have indicated that PTQ10:IDIC blends exhibit face-on orientated and 
close π–π stacking, and a high crystallinity after thermal annealing and/or solvent vapour 
treatment.[2,42] However, studies of underlying exciton and charge carrier dynamics in the 
photoactive layers employing PTQ10:IDIC blend, and particularly how these charge carrier 
dynamics are influenced by blend morphology, have been absent from the literature to date. In 




impact upon the underlying charge separation and recombination dynamics and resulting in 
solar cell performance.  
 
Figure 1. (a) Molecular structure of PTQ10 and IDIC. (b) The J–V curve of PTQ10:IDIC blend solar 
cells with various composition ratios under illumination of AM 1.5 G, 100 mW cm−2. (c) UV-visible 
absorbance spectra for PTQ10:IDIC blend films with various composition ratios. (d) PL spectra excited 
at 450 nm for neat PTQ10 and IDIC films and PTQ10:IDIC blend films with various composition ratios. 
(e) Effective mobility for optimised composition determined from charge extraction measurements at 
short circuit (1:1.5). (f) Linearity analysis of short circuit current as a function of light intensity of the 
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2.1. Photovoltaic Performance and Steady State Optical Properties 
Solution-processed organic photovoltaic devices were fabricated using an inverted device 
structure of ITO/ZnO/PTQ10:IDIC/MoO3/Ag. Photoactive layers were spin-coated with 
PTQ10:IDIC blend solutions (total concentration of 30 mg ml-1 dissolved in chloroform) with 
blend ratios ranging from 1:0.5 to 1:5 to modulate blend morphology. Current density-voltage 
(J-V) characteristics of PTQ10:IDIC devices are shown in Figure 1b and summarised in Table 
S1. PTQ10:IDIC blend devices with a ratio of 1:1.5 exhibited optimal photovoltaic 
performance; open circuit voltage (VOC) of 0.97 V, current density (JSC) of 20.2 mA cm
-2, fill 
factor (FF) of 63%, and PCE of 12.4%, in agreement with literature data. We note that higher 
efficiency PTQ10:IDIC devices have been reported using a conventional (p-i-n) device 
structure.[2] The study herein focuses on the inverted n-i-p structure, the structure typically 
employed in OSCs with NFAs due to the enhanced device stability. It is apparent from Figure 
1b that as the concentration of IDIC increases, VOC decreases. Following previous reports of 
other material systems,[9,18,28]  this VOC loss could result from an increase in LUMO of IDIC 
caused by IDIC aggregation/crystallisation. Such a shift of LUMO energy of IDIC is consistent 
with red-shifted IDIC emission peaks in blends with high IDIC ratio reported in 
photoluminescence (PL) and electroluminescence (EL) spectra[20,50], as well as red-shifted 
absorption onset wavelengths, as shown in Figure 1c, S1 and S2. 
 Absorption spectra of neat PTQ10 and IDIC films along with their PL spectra are shown 
in Figures 1 and S2. PTQ10 mainly absorbs light with wavelength up to 600 nm, whilst IDIC 
shows broad absorption from 550 nm to 750 nm. Their complementary absorption features 
enable PTQ10:IDIC blends to exhibit spectrally broad light absorption, enabling efficient 
harvesting of solar irradiation (Figure 1c). The blends show high external quantum efficiencies 
(EQE) across nearly entire visible region (Figure S3), in agreement with their absorption 




material and blend films corrected by their absorbance at the 450 nm excitation wavelength. 
Efficient photoluminescence quenching (PLQ) is observed in all blends, indicating efficient 
exciton dissociation via electron and / or hole transfer, as quantified in Table S2. Electron 
transfer from PTQ10 to IDIC in all the four composition films is highly efficient, showing over 
99% PL quenching (we note this quenching may also result in part from energy transfer 
followed by hole transfer), whilst hole transfer process from IDIC to PTQ10 is less efficient 
when the ratio of PTQ10:IDIC is 1:3 and 1:5 in a blend (87 and 84% PL quenching respectively), 
indicating that excitons generated in IDIC domains find it more difficult to reach to the 
donor/acceptor interface, indicative of the presence of larger pure domains of IDIC at high IDIC 
blend compositions. Device PL and EL spectra (Figure S2) are dominated by IDIC exciton 
emission, with the exception of the 1:0.5 blend which exhibits red shifted emission indicative 
of the radiative recombination of interfacial CT states.   
 The charge carrier transport and collection properties were investigated in the optimised 
PTQ10:IDIC (1:1.5) device. The effective drift mobility (μ) of a PTQ10:IDIC (1:1.5) solar cell 
was calculated from measurements of charge carrier density at short-circuit (nSC) measured by 
charge extraction technique (CE). Most NFA-based solar cells show relative low effective 
mobilities on the order of 10-5 cm2 V-1 s-1  measured by the same technique, which is typically 
assigned to lack of continuous phases for charge transport.[51–53] In contrast, this PTQ10:IDIC 
blend shows a high effective mobility as 2 × 10-4 cm2 V-1 s-1 (Figure 1e), higher than other NFAs 
blends[2,54–56], and consistent with previous reports (1.1 × 10–3 cm2 V–1 s–1 extracted from space 
charge limited current measurements from electron-only devices for IDIC which is close to 
those (10–3 cm2 V–1 s–1) of fullerene acceptors[57]). This high mobility is consistent with the 
reported face-on orientation of crystallites in this blend, favourable for efficient charge transport 
and collection. [58,59] Supporting this conclusion, analysis of the linearity of short-circuit 
photocurrent as a function of light intensity (plotted in derivative form in Figure 1f) shows 




indicates negligible non-geminate recombination losses during collection at short circuit up to 
this light intensity, also consistent with a nanomorphology favouring efficient charge transport 
and collection.  
 
Figure 2. GIWAXS images (left) and line-cuts (right) of (a) neat PTQ10 film, (b) neat IDIC film, and 
PTQ10:IDIC blend films of (c) 1:0.5, (d) 1:1.5, (e) 1:3, and (f) 1:5 ratios, respectively. 
 
2.2. Photoactive Materials Morphology 
We next investigate the molecular orientation/phase separation features in these PTQ10:IDIC 
blends and how these correlate with device performance. We probed the microstructural 
differences between PTQ10:IDIC blend layers with blend ratios ranging from 1:0.5 to 1:5 using 
grazing incidence wide angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS). The GIWAXS images and line-cut 
plots of neat PTQ10 and IDIC films and PTQ10:IDIC blend films are presented in Figure 2. 
As shown in Figure 2a,b, for the neat PTQ10 and IDIC films, (010) peaks were observed at 
18.0 nm-1 and 18.21 nm-1 in out-of-plane direction, which correspond to π-π stacking distances 
of 3.49 Å and 3.45 Å respectively. Both PTQ10 and IDIC films show a preferential face-on 
orientation on the substrate.[2] The neat IDIC film displays sharper diffraction peaks in the in-




comparison with PTQ10. In addition, IDIC exhibits strong lamellar structure with the (001) 
peak in the in plane direction, corresponding to dominant stacking of IDIC molecules (spacing 
~24.5 Å) in the neat film. All the PTQ10:IDIC blends also showed well-defined π-π stacking 
with (010) diffraction peaks in out-of-plane direction, demonstrating in these blends a 
preferential face-on orientation of both PTQ10 and IDIC crystallites relative to the substrate. 
The π-π stacking distance in PTQ10:IDIC film of 1:0.5 ratio was 3.48 Å calculated at the (010) 
peak of 18.06 nm-1 which is closer to the π-π stacking distance of neat PTQ10 film (Figure 2c 
and Table S3). As the concentration of IDIC increases, the (010) peaks are gradually shifted to 
18.18 ~ 18.23 nm-1 corresponding to dominant π-π stacking of IDIC (~3.45 Å) in the blend 
films (Figure 2d-f). Interestingly the PTQ10:IDIC film with 1:1.5 ratio, which showed 
optimised device performance, exhibits both the (100) peak corresponding to PTQ10 lamellar 
packing structure and the (010) peak corresponding to π-π stacking of IDIC, which confirms 
that both PTQ10 and IDIC form molecularly ordered structures at this blend composition. 
Moreover, these (010) diffraction peaks enable us to extract quantitatively the π-π stacking 
coherence lengths of the PTQ10 and IDIC domains using the Scherrer equation.[60] This analysis 
yields a π-π stacking coherence length of PTQ10 domains in neat PTQ10 of 8.5 nm and in the 
1:0.5 blend of 5.0 nm (this length could not be clearly determined for the lower PTQ10 
composition blends). The π-π stacking coherence length of IDIC was measurable for all blend 
films, increasing from 8.2 nm at 1:1.5 ratio to 10.7 nm at 1:5 ratio, exceptionally large values 
compared to other polymer:NFA blends[46,61], and also larger than that observed for neat IDIC 
(7.2 nm). It has previously been reported that blends with larger (010) coherence lengths exhibit 
higher domain purity, and can yield higher device JSC and FF.
[46,61] In addition, it is also noted 
that the PTQ10:IDIC system exhibits the longest π-π stacking coherence lengths reported to 
date for polymer:NFA blends (e.g. ITIC-Th = 3.8 nm in PTB7-Th:ITIC-Th blend, and IT-M = 
5.66 nm in PBDB-T:IT-M blend).[46,62,63] For the PTQ10:IDIC blends studied herein, our data 




orientated parallel to the substrate and so well aligned to favour efficient charge transport. We 
note, as we show later, that the increased pure IDIC domain size limits the exciton dissociation 
yield, leading to lower JSC. 
 
Figure 3. Transient absorption spectra for neat (a) PTQ10 and (b) IDIC films. PTQ10 is excited at 570 
nm with energy density of 12.5 μJ cm-2, and IDIC is excited at 700 nm with the identical energy density. 
Transient absorption decay kinetics for (c) the neat PTQ10 and (d) IDIC films under different carrier 
densities, probed at 1005 nm and 865 nm, respectively. 
 
2.3. Transient Absorption Spectroscopy 
The strong π-π stacking of PTQ10 and IDIC films might be expected to enhance exciton 
diffusion. In order to address these exciton dynamics, we employed intensity dependent 
ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS) to measure the exciton lifetimes and calculate 
exciton diffusion lengths in neat PTQ10 and IDIC films. The method to determine the exciton 
diffusion coefficient (D), monomolecular exciton lifetime (τ) and exciton diffusion length (LD) 
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is based on the observation of the monomolecular exciton decay to the ground state at low 
excitation densities and bimolecular singlet exciton-singlet exciton annihilation at high 
excitation densities.[33,44] Figure 3a,b exhibits ultrafast transient absorption spectra for neat 
PTQ10 and IDIC films. A broad exciton photoinduced absorption (PIA) peak of PTQ10 is 
observed centred at 1005 nm, whilst that of the IDIC exciton is observed at around 865 nm. The 
decay of these PIA features was observed to be strongly intensity dependent. For PTQ10, decay 
half-times range from 820 ps at the lowest excitation density of 0.25 μJ cm-2 to 5.5 ps at 100 μJ 
cm-2, as shown in Figure 3c,d and Table S4. These decay dynamics are monoexponential at low 
excitation densities, whilst power laws are observed at high excitation densities. In addition, 
the longest exciton lifetime (820 ps) of PTQ10 is consistent with that measured by time-
correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC), as shown in Figure S4. From transient absorption 
data, as presented in table S4, we obtain values of D = 4.5 × 10-3 cm2 s-1 and Ld = 19.3 nm for 
PTQ10 film. This exciton diffusion length of 19 nm for PTQ10 is remarkably large for organic 
conjugated polymers, with most materials exhibit values in the range 5-10 nm.[5] Our analysis 
indicates that this long exciton diffusion length results primarily from a long exciton lifetime 
for PTQ10 rather than fast exciton diffusion kinetics. The long exciton lifetime and exciton 
diffusion length for PTQ10 are likely to be the key reason behind blends employing this 
polymer being able to achieve efficient polymer PLQ, and therefore exciton separation, for a 
broad range of blend compositions (see Figure 1d above). We observed similar and high PTQ10 
PL quenching for all blend compositions studied, indicating the efficiency of charge generation 
from PTQ10 excitons is not a limiting factor in these devices.  Analogous data for neat IDIC 
yielded Ld = 9.5 nm, resulting from a high exciton diffusion coefficient (D = 4.4 × 10
-2 cm2 s-
1), whilst IDIC showed a rather short exciton lifetime of 20 ps. This high IDIC exciton diffusion 
coefficient could result from its rigid planar molecular structure, strong π-π stacking and high 
film crystallinity.[64–66] The short exciton lifetime of IDIC most likely results, following the 






Figure 4. Transient absorption spectra for PTQ10:IDIC (1:1.5) blend film, (a) excited at 570 nm and 
(b) excited at 700 nm, with energy density of 2.5 μJ cm-2. Transient absorption decay dynamics for neat 
films and PTQ10:IDIC (1:1.5) blend film (c) excited at 570 nm, and (d) excited at 700 nm. Energy 
density dependent dynamics for PTQ10:IDIC (1:1.5) blend film probed at (e) CT states (P1) including 
average exciton separations at the initial exciton densities between 5.5 × 1017 and 1 × 1019 cm-3 (2.5 – 
25 μJ cm-2), and (f) CS states (P2) after global analysis. 
 
 Transient absorption spectra and corresponding dynamics for the optimised blend film 
(1:1.5) are shown in Figure 4. Figure 4a presents ultrafast transient absorption spectra after 
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preferentially photoexciting PTQ10 in the PTQ10:IDIC blend (1:1.5) film at 570 nm, assigned 
to the generation of PTQ10 exciton and subsequent charge generation through an electron 
transfer process. We note that 570 nm excitation will excite IDIC as well as PTQ10 excitons, 
consistent with the early time spectra shown in Figure 4a (we note that ultrafast energy transfer 
from PTQ10 to IDIC, followed by hole transfer, may also contribute to the data observed at this 
excitation wavelength). In Figure 4b, analogous spectra for hole transfer are presented after 
selectively photoexciting IDIC at 700 nm in the same blend. In these plots, the early time spectra 
(up to 1 ps) are similar to the corresponding IDIC neat film exciton spectra (for 570 and 700 
nm excitation, respectively). For both excitation wavelengths, these exciton spectra rapidly 
evolve (within 10 ps) to a narrower, red-shifted, PIA peaking at 955 nm (P1), with this evolution 
assigned to exciton separation dynamics. At longer times (100 ps - 5 ns) this 955 nm absorption 
feature decays, leaving a broader residual absorption (P2) which extends up to 1200 nm. As we 
discuss further below, we assign the 955 nm absorption feature (P1) to interfacial CT states, 
and the broader residual absorption (P2) to separated polarons.[36,68]  Figure 4c shows the PTQ10 
exciton decay dynamics at 1005 nm in the optimised PTQ10:IDIC (1:1.5) blend compared to 
neat PTQ10 film. It is apparent that in the blend, the PTQ10 exciton decay is significantly faster 
than that of neat polymer (~ 1 ps versus 820 ps). These kinetics are in agreement with the PLQ 
yields of PTQ10 presented above, and indicative of near unity PTQ10 exciton separation 
efficiency in this blend. The PTQ10 to IDIC Förster energy transfer distance, R0, at which the 
energy transfer efficiency is 50%, is calculated to be 5.9 nm, which is a relatively long due to 
the strong overlap of donor emission and acceptor absorption and high IDIC absorption 
coefficient in Figure S1b (See supporting information for calculation details). This suggests that 
the fast PTQ10 exciton decay may result, at least in part from energy transfer to IDIC). 
Analogous data for selective IDIC acceptor excitation at 700 nm are plotted in Figure 
4d. From this data it is apparent that the charge generation kinetics from IDIC excitons (~ 3 ps) 




but faster than the decay to the ground state of IDIC excitons (20 ps) in neat IDIC film. We 
observed similar texciton decay lifetimes (20 ps) in both the visible (GSB / stimulated emission 
at 725 nm) and in the near-infrared (PIA at 775 nm) in Figure S5. These data therefore indicate 
a sub-unity yield of IDIC exciton separation, in agreement with the relatively lower IDIC PLQ 
yields reported above (e.g.: 87 and 84 % PL quenching of 1:3 and 1:5 ratios, respectively). Due 
to high crystallinity of this blend, it is likely that in both cases the kinetics of charge generation 
transfer are substantially limited by the kinetics of exciton diffusion to donor / acceptor domain 
interfaces.  
 Here we consider the excitation fluence dependence of these dynamics, focusing for 
simplicity on data following selective IDIC excitation, for time delays > 20 ps to avoid exciton 
contributions to the data. Global analyses were employed to track the kinetics of the two charge 
species identified above as a function of excitation pulse energy, as shown in Figures 4e,f, with 
these kinetics determined from global analysis (see supporting information and Figure S6 for 
details). The intermediate state (P1, Figure 4e) showed less fluence dependent behaviour, its 
decay accelerating slightly at higher fluences (see also Figure S7). Analogous kinetics were 
observed in the visible spectral region (Figure S5), although their assignment is more 
challenging due to greater spectral overlap. This relatively modest intensity dependence is 
consistent with the assignment of this feature to bound CT states, with the modest decrease in 
lifetime with higher intensity (particularly apparent at 100 μJ cm-2 Figure S7), indicative of 
increasing contributions from bimolecular recombination of these CT states (we note that under 
such high excitation densities, the spatial separation of photogenerated states becomes of the 
order of a few nanometres, equivalent to the spatial delocalisation of bound CT states).[6] The 
P2 component (Figure 4f) showed a much stronger fluence dependence with increasing 
excitation density, indicative of its assignment to dissociated polarons. This signal exhibits both 
< 20 ps and a slower 100 ps - 1 ns growing phases (Figure 4f and S7b), with the later coincident 




generation from exciton dissociation, and the slower 100 ps – 1 ns rise to charge generation 
from interfacial CT states (P1).  
 As we and others have discussed elsewhere[6,8,20,29,30], bound CT states are primarily 
formed within mixed domains, with CT states formed at domain boundaries typically readily 
dissociating into free carriers. As such the P1 species assigned to CT states are likely in 
relatively amorphous, mixed domains, whilst the P2 species assigned to free charges to 
crystalline, pure domains, most likely the reason for the striking difference in their 
photoinduced absorption in the near-infrared. It is hard to rule out some contribution to the data 
from triplet excitons or triplet CT states at long time delays, although the fluence dependence 
data in Figure 4f is indicative of a bimolecular process with a rate constant typical of non-
geminate charge recombination.[69–72]  
 
Figure 5. (a) Transient absorption spectral component and relevant kinetics extracted from transient 
absorption spectra with excitation at 700 nm for PTQ10:IDIC blend films of 1:1.5 ratio, using the global 
analysis. (IDIC excitons (red dots), weakly bound charge transfer (CT) states (orange dots) and charge 
separation (CS) state (Green dots)) (b) Proposed model for charge transfer and separation in blend films 
of 1:1.5 ratio.  
 
Figure 5 summarises the results of global analyses of the transient absorption data for 
the 1:1.5 blend composition, plotting the populations of IDIC excitons, CT states (P1) and 
dissociated polarons (P2) as a function of time after 700 nm, 2.5 μJ cm-2. This optimised 































PTQ10:IDIC blend shows an IDIC singlet exciton decay time of circa 3 ps (red circles), aligned 
with a simultaneous rise of interfacial CT states (orange dots). This exciton separation is in 
kinetic competition with exciton decay to ground (20 ps in neat IDIC films). Subsequently 
interfacial CT states dissociate to free charges with a half-lifetime of 700 ps. These kinetics are 
summarised in Figure 5b. We also note the presence of some CT and free charge generation at 
early times, also indicated by the grey dashed arrows in Figure 5b.  The decay time of P2 
spectral feature were observed to be strongly intensity dependent (Figure S8), consistent with 
our assignment of this feature to dissociated polarons. As shown in Figure S9, in the 1:0.5 blend,  
CT state formation is enhanced, most likely associated with the greater molecular intermixing 
in this blend. However, in 1:5 blends, lower CT state formation is observed, consistent with the 
greater dominance of interfaces between PTQ10 and pure IDIC domains.  
 
3. Discussion 
This study focuses on providing some insight into the correlation between blend morphology / 
crystallinity and charge separation dynamics in devices based on PTQ10:IDIC blends. 
GIWAXS analysis indicates this blend composition exhibits remarkably high crystallinity, with 
molecular stacking coherence lengths exceeding those reported previously for polymer:NFA 
blends (8.5 and 10.7 nm for PTQ10 and IDIC respectively). Analyses of the photophysics for 
neat materials yielded also remarkably long exciton diffusion lengths for both PTQ10 (19 nm) 
and IDIC (9.5 nm). For PTQ10, its long exciton diffusion length is assigned primarily to its 
long exciton lifetime (i.e.: from suppressed non-radiative decay to ground), whilst for IDIC it 
is assigned to a high exciton diffusion coefficient consistent with its strong π-π stacking, partly 
offset by a rather short exciton lifetime. Given the high crystallinity, and large domain sizes, 
indicated by the GIWAXS data, these long exciton diffusion lengths of PTQ10 (~820 ps) are 
critical to enabling efficient exciton dissociation in these films, as confirmed by 




efficient, showing over 99% PL quenching, which is consistent with fast exciton decay of 
PTQ10 in blends compared to neat PTQ10 (~ 1 ps versus 820 ps). Hole transfer from IDIC to 
PTQ10 is relatively less efficient particularly for higher IDIC content blends (87 and 84% PL 
quenching for 1:3 and 1:5 blends respectively). In the optimised 1:1.5 blend,  slow IDIC exciton 
separation (~ 3 ps relative to the exciton lifetime of 20 ps in neat IDIC films) results in relatively 
inefficient charge generation. This is attributed to exciton diffusion limitations) due to the 
presence of large pure domains of IDIC, particularly at high IDIC blend compositions as shown 
in GIWAXS data. In blends, we observed two intermediate states after exciton dissociation; 
interfacial bound CT states and separated polaron states. Of particular note, we observed CT 
state decay coincides with a rise in separated polarons, indicating a significant fraction of 
interfacial CT states separate rather than undergoing geminate recombination to ground. Charge 
collection at short circuit is observed to be highly efficient up to 2 suns, attributed to a high 
blend effective mobility (resulting from the blends high crystallinity and face on molecular 
orientation) and most likely due to suppressed bimolecular recombination by strong phase 
segregation in Figure S10. We conclude the main factors determining photocurrent generation 
are exciton and CT state separation, rather than charge collection, consistent with our 
observation that JSC  increases linearly with light intensity. 
 The optimised 1:1.5 PTQ10:IDIC blend exhibits EQEs up to 80%. From the analyses 
herein, this EQE is not limited by bimolecular recombination losses. Rather this EQE is likely 
limited by reflection / interference losses and also by some CT state recombination within 
relatively increased mixed phases. We note that quantifying the magnitude of CT recombination 
losses limiting JSC in complete devices would require further studies, such as time delayed 
charge collection, beyond the scope of this study. Blends with higher IDIC compositions show 
lower EQEs, most likely due to less efficient exciton dissociation resulting from IDIC domain 
sizes exceeding its exciton diffusion length. The 1:0.5 blend, with a lower IDIC composition, 




dependent) CT state recombination due to a greater proportion of molecularly intermixed phase. 
This enhanced CT state recombination is consistent with the observation of CT state PL and EL 
for this blend. (Figure S2). 
 It is striking that our data indicates free charge generation in PTQ10:IDIC blends 
substantially results from CT state separation with a time constant of ~ 700 ps. In several other 
NFA blends, CT state formation has been observed to result in (field dependent) CT state 
recombination losses, limiting device EQE and FF. CT state formation and recombination 
losses in blends with both fullerene and non-fullerene acceptors have been shown to be 
significantly determined by donor / acceptor energetics and by blend morphology, with smaller 
HOMO or LUMO energy offsets and more intermixed blend morphologies increasing CT state 
recombination losses.[9,20,28,32,73–75] However, surprisingly the PTQ10:IDIC blend device with a 
small HOMO energy offset (200 meV) exhibited efficient CT state dissociation rather than 
significant CT state recombination to the ground state, which is consistent with a recent study 
showing efficient charge generation from barrierless CT state dissociation.[39] 
 It appears most likely that the ability of CT states formed in PTQ10:IDIC blends to 
undergo efficient separation to free carriers results from the high crystallinity of this blend.  The 
presence of highly crystalline domains with strong π-π stacking, face-on orientation parallel to 
the substrate and high carrier mobility appears to assist spatial charge separation and promotes 
free charge generation and collection. We note that we have previously estimated a CT state 
radius of 3-5 nm in PCDTBT:PCBM blends.[6] The modest intensity dependence of P1’s decay 
kinetics in Figure 4e is indicative of a similar CT radius for PTQ10:IDIC. As such, given the 
high crystallinity of PTQ10:IDIC, it is likely that most bound CT states formed in molecularly 
mixed domains will be able to access crystalline, pure domains, consistent with our observation 
of efficient CT state dissociation into free charges.  
 Here we have investigated the impact of film morphology on photocurrent generation 




crystallinity of PTQ10:IDIC optimised blends enables the efficient exciton diffusion and charge 
transport but also promotes the CT state dissociation to free charge generation. This efficient 
charge generation process contributes to an enhanced photocurrent generation in the device 
despite a relatively small HOMO energy offset. Our results emphasises the potential for high 
material crystallinity to enhance charge separation and collection in OSCs, but also that, due to 
the formation of crystalline domains, long exciton diffusion lengths are likely to be prerequisite 
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The ability of high materials crystallinity to enhance charge separation and collection in 
organic solar cells (OSCs) has been demonstrated, but also that long exciton diffusion lengths 
are essential for efficient exciton separation in such high crystallinity devices. As such it 
provides new insights into materials and films design requirements for OSCs employing non-
fullerene acceptors, and in particular the advantages, and also limitations, of employing highly 
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